The Monthly Qi
What’s Happening at Southwest Acupuncture College
Volume 1, Issue 1, February 2019

The Monthly Qi is a one-page Shoutout devoted to the seasonal energy of the year.
Contact Sophia Bungay, Director of Admissions and Alumni and share your Qi with us.
This first issue celebrates the joy of writing, scholarship, and settling down with a real book. Here is a
montage of book covers written by Executive Director Skya Abbate. Books can be purchased at the best
prices on Amazon. Enjoy at the least the covers!

Also available in Italian
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The Monthly Qi is a one-page Shoutout devoted to the seasonal energy of the year.
Contact Sophia Bungay, Director of Admissions and Alumni and share your Qi with us.

Distal Acupuncture Method
Over the weekend of March 16th & 17th, Nate Mohler taught a two-day workshop on
the Distal Method. The class covered some basic and intermediate material using
channel balancing combining the methods of Richard Tan and Ching Chang Tung
along with the use of various other classical distal methods that include the use of
the actions and indications of antiquities points and some five-element point
combinations. The theme of the class was to teach the basics of the channel
methods presented into a comprehensive method of treatment. At the end of the
workshop, Nate did a treatment demonstration on several of the participants. The
weekend was both fun and informative.
Twenty-three people attended this workshop, which was worth 15 NCCAOM PDA points for recertification.
Nate Mohler has been in practice since 2004 and has studied extensively the Distal Method and Tung’s
Method of treatment. He has been teaching this workshop since 2014. He is the newly appointed Academic
Dean at the Boulder campus.
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The Monthly Qi is a one-page Shoutout devoted to the seasonal energy of the year.
Contact Sophia Bungay, Director of Admissions and Alumni and share your Qi with us.

Southwest Acupuncture College Map of Influence
Within the duties of the Admissions/ Alumni Director, I see prospective students, new students and cohorts
coming in from all walks of life and from many locations throughout the United States and the world. And, as
Alumni, they move into different locations bringing the healing arts of acupuncture and Oriental medicine to
those communities.
Seeing these places on paper is one thing, but once expanded to a map it gives you a real sense of the scope of
Southwest Acupuncture College’s influence throughout the country and beyond. Here are a few pictures of
that ever-evolving map, and the legend to understand it. If you are part of the college and are not represented
on the map, let me know and I will add you!
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Interview with Michael Young L.Ac on the upcoming Introduction to Injection Therapy
Continuing Education Course.
Presented by Heather Lang, Boulder Campus Director
Tell me a little more about what this course will offer participants.
We cover the basics which includes what type of homeopathics should be used for what types of situations. This
will include trigger points, some cosmetic usages and some immune modulating approaches. There are 10 to 15
trigger points that we will focus on as well as address diagnostics, stretches and other key aspects to
differentiate if it is a trigger point.
How long have you been practicing injection therapy?
Michael has been teaching for 15 years but has been studying it for 17-18 years.
What is your favorite part of injection therapy?
Michael likes the results he sees with pain relief. In general, injection therapy is five to
seven times stronger than acupuncture. Some pain patterns that may take several
acupuncture treatments to see results can have results after just one injection treatment.
There are some issues that respond to injections that would not respond to acupuncture,
so it widens the ability to treat a wide variety of conditions. With trigger point therapies
there is a characteristic twitch response when the injection reaches the area to be treated.
Neck pain and headaches from both motor vehicle accidents as well as working at a computer 40+ hours per
week.
How many injection classes have you taught over the years?
In general, Michael teaches about four classes each year, so that would
amount to about 60 classes in the last 15 years. Michael has trained about
one third of Colorado acupuncturists that do injection therapy.
Each state has different limits and scopes of practice, how does that apply to injection therapy?
The State of Colorado requires all Licensed Acupuncturists who do injection therapy to be ready and able to
manage anaphylaxis. DORA’s belief is that for us to be able to manage this we need to have epinephrine and
Oxygen on hand. Michael discusses purchase options as well as gives contact information for all other
purchases; syringes, needles, homeopathics, etc.
Legally, to practice injection therapy as an acupuncturist in Colorado the state does not specify how many hours
the class needs to be, but they do specify the topics that need to be covered which include anatomy and
physiology, risk management, patient safety and sterilization of the points. Michael’s class meets these
requirements.
We look forward to having Michael teach the injection therapy workshop at the Boulder Campus of Southwest
Acupuncture College on June 29th and 30th. Please check the website acupuncturecollege.edu for further
details on this wonderful workshop.
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Southwest Acupuncture College Campus Clinical Statistics – May 3, 2018 –
June 1, 2019
Santa Fe Campus Clinical Statistics Narrative 2019 by Pamela Barrett, DOM, Clinic Director
Southwest Acupuncture College – Santa Fe Campus
Annual Clinic Statistics May 31, 2018 – June 1, 2019
Campus

Santa Fe

Total
Number
of
Patients

2,576

Total
Number
of New
Patients

196

Number
of New
Female
Patients

138

Number
of New
Male
Patients

58

Age
Group

Number
of
Patients

Top 10 Illnesses
Treated

1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100

4
2
19
22
23
25
55
36
8
2

Pain/Inflammation
Anxiety/Depression
Allergies/Sinus
Digestion
Menses
Respiratory
Balance
Tinnitus/Vertigo
Neuropathy
Other

Total Possible Patients/ Actual Patients

Number
of Top
10
Illnesses
116
15
7
6
5
5
4
4
3
31

% of
Top 10
Illnesses
59%
8%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
16%

2,622/ 2,576

During the 2018-2019 academic year, the SWAC Santa Fe Clinic saw some very similar numbers and
one significant change compared to the previous year. For the onsite clinic, general patient demographics and
initial illnesses treated are all within a 2% difference when compared with the previous year’s data. The major
difference is the 42% fewer treatments slots available. This leads to fewer treatments, fewer new patients, and a
higher percentage of slots filled when compared to 2018. All the demographic information such as age group
distribution and initial complaint treated is very similar to the previous year.
98% of available slots were filled this year in comparison to 93% last year and 88% the previous year.
92% of our new patients are between the ages of 21 and 80. The highest percentage (28%) being in their 60s.
This is in keeping with previous years.70% of our new patients were female and 30% were male which is more
women and less men than in years previous. The lion’s share of initial complaints bringing patients into the
clinic is pain (59%) followed by anxiety/depression (8%). There were no externships at the Santa Fe campus
during this academic year and so there were no statistics to compare to last year’s externship statistics.
Increases are projected for next year. This clinic is well-established in Santa Fe and provides an
excellent low or no cost source of health care to the community, particularly older adults. The community in
turn, offers students a rich educational experience, thus meeting two core values of Southwest Acupuncture’s
mission.

Boulder Clinical Statistics Narrative 2019 by Joanne Neville, L.A.c., Boulder Clinic Director
Southwest Acupuncture College – Boulder Campus
Campus

Boulder

Total
Number
of
Patients

4,674

Total
Number
of New
Patients

255

Number
of New
Female
Patients

176
69%

Number
of New
Male
Patients

79
31%

Age
Group

Number
of
Patients

Top 10 Illnesses
Treated

<18
18-19
20-21
22-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-49
50-64
65+

29
2
3
5
19
19
20
28
65
65

Back Pain
Maintenance
Anxiety/Depression
Neck Pain
Shoulder Pain
Stress
Hormonal Issues
Knee/Leg Pain
Hip Pain
Insomnia

Total Possible Patients/ Actual Patients

Number
of Top
10
Illnesses
25
17
15
14
13
9
9
9
7
7

% of
Top 10
Illnesses
20%
13.6%
12%
11.2%
10.4%
7.2%
7.2%
7.2%
5.6%
5.6%

5,335/ 4,674

Clinic data from the past year at the Southwest Acupuncture College Clinic in Boulder shows some
significant changes. The most noteworthy being the number of patients seen. In the 2017-2018 clinic year, we
treated 6,143 patients, while in this past year we saw 4,674 patients, 1,469 or 24% fewer than the previous year.
We also had only 255 new patients in the past year compared to 350 the year before. This is due to the large
graduating class last August and also to lower enrollment numbers in the past several years, we don’t have as
many interns to treat our patients.
The ratio of new female to male patients remains similar to past years holding close to 2:1. We also had an
increased number of Pediatric clientele at 29 compared to last year’s 16 seeing a 45% increase, a sizeable
change. Of the 255 new patients seen in the past year, 125 or 49% fell into one of the top 10 categories on our
data collection chart. Pain is still the number one reason that new patients come to our clinic with 54% of the
patients on our top 10 illness list which is a 14% drop from last year. This is significant because it shows that
people are seeing the value of acupuncture for other ailments besides pain. While Back pain is still in 1st place
at 20%, this is down from last year’s 28%. Maintenance moved from 5th place to 2nd this year which is
heartening. People are clearly seeing the benefits of regular acupuncture to support their health.
Anxiety/Depression, while in 3rd position compared to 2nd last year is at a higher percentile than last year
at 12%, while last year just 10.9%. Neck and Shoulder pain are still in the top 5, while Stress, Hormonal issues
and Knee are tied for 6th place in our line-up at 7.2% each, although Stress may really fall into the
Anxiety/Depression category. At the University of Colorado our clinic focuses on sports injuries in the college’s
athletes, with Lumbar and Hip pain constituting the majority of the chief complaints. At Golden West
Independent Living we treat the amazing seniors in the community with pain is the number one concern at this
clinic and Digestive issues and Anxiety/Depression following distantly behind. Our Boulder County AIDs
Project clinic works with supporting people who are HIV positive. Again, pain is the biggest complaint, with
Anxiety/Depression and Exhaustion/Fatigue next.
Southwest Acupuncture College Boulder campus proudly serves our local community through offering
treatments free of charge in our three offsite externship clinics. Our interns delivered 779 treatments in these
clinics in the past year. In conclusion, we are doing great work in the community helping with all types of
healthcare issues in our low-cost clinic.
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Congratulations to Molly Holmbo!
Winner of the prestigious Trudy McAllister Foundation Scholarship
Molly is the lucky recipient of one of the foundation’s five annual scholarships awarded
exclusively to students of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine studying for their First
Professional Degree and for support of research and related activities that promote the
advancement of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
The experiences and influences that inspired Molly to embark on a career in Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine may have not been immediately evident to her, but her first exposure
to the idea came about while living in Taiwan, as a Rotary Club international student ambassador. Molly had the
opportunity to live with three different host families in Taiwan while attending high school and studying Mandarin
Chinese. While living there, Molly frequently saw old towns where vendors had baskets full of fragrant herbs and
remembers how her host mother treated her with shaved ice when she was sick. Taiwanese culture and habits of
wellness allowed her a new understanding of her own body and other ways of living a healthy lifestyle.
Upon her return she reflected on her experiences and while it was very rewarding, she was left with many profound
questions. Perhaps the questions that realigned the compass of her life’s direction was “What am I supposed to do with
this knowledge and experience?” Molly explains that she was seeking a profession that she could embody while also
offering a limitless bank of knowledge to explore while helping family and friends live healthier lives. Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine seemed to fit all of her requirements.
As a student of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, Molly understands there are many health conditions that are
unexplainable and seen as untreatable through the gaze of western medicine. While Acupuncture and Oriental
Medicine is one of the oldest medical systems, it is often met with skepticism. Molly states that “Oriental Medicine has
boundless knowledge that can shine a light on the dark areas in western medicine.” Molly hopes to use Oriental
Medicine to treat some of the difficult conditions that patients face today.
Molly, who suffers from ccasional migraine attacks, views western medicine’s inability to prevent migraines as one
area of opportunity where awareness can change public perception favorably towards Acupuncture and Oriental
Medicine. Molly explains, “A good practitioner understands the patient’s constitution, lifestyle choices, and areas of
personal struggle, all of which are vital in treating and averting migraine attacks.” Through success in treatment of
migraines, Oriental Medicine’s whole systems approach will help validate its importance and rightful place in
mainstream healthcare.
Reflecting on her own personal journey, Molly remarks that, “I now understand the unique personality I am capable of
offering to Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, and I feel very proud of that. As I continue my studies and grow as a
practitioner, I feel closer to a culture that comforted and supported me as I transformed into the industrious student I am
today and the professional I will become.” We at Southwest Acupuncture College, are very proud of Molly and her
achievements and wish her continued success in all that she pursues.
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Catching up with Boulder Alumni Chloe Webber
Since graduating from Southwest Acupuncture College life has been quite a
wild ride. My son Remy was diagnosed with an impressively rare genetic
disorder called STXBP1. This disorder comes with seizures and multiple
disabilities, affecting every single aspect of development. As an acupuncturist,
herbalist and student of functional medicine - I have dedicated every “spare”
moment to learning all that I can about the brain and neuroplasticity. What I
have learned and what I have seen and experienced has changed me forever.
Remy and I have been on some pretty epic adventures over the past 3 years. From Ecuador to Philly to LA, we have
been fortunate enough to meet with the leading minds in integrative neurology.
In gratitude for all the support we have received, I have spent the past few months creating a website devoted to all I
have learned, to help other families struggling with physical or neurological disabilities have a place to turn to
when things get grim. In short, the key to any comprehensive neurological program is a multifaceted approach using
nutrition, detoxification, oxygen, functional movement and supplements. This website, Remys Revenge,
(remysrevenge.com) goes into each of these five areas and provides research and book recommendations as well as
biohacking tools and support. I will be launching a podcast soon where I will get the honor of speaking with some of
my colleagues and to other parents in the trenches.
While nothing can prepare you for having a child with significant special needs, the education I received at Southwest
Acupuncture College prepared me to question what’s possible, to look outside of the box and to fight, not only for
Remy, but for other families. I am so grateful for my teachers and my clinic experience which empowered me to see
beyond my child’s diagnosis and work hard for a better prognosis.
Remysrevenge.com is a compilation of the wisdom that I have collected over the past 4 years. There is so much more
I want to explore and so many things to study, but I wanted to get what I could out there as soon as possible so that
people could have a starting place. As Chinese Medical practitioners, we have an incredible ability to help those with
neurological disharmonies and I beg you to consider it as a specialty. Unfortunately, neurological health an area that
our society is increasingly in need of help.
My goal has always been to make alternative medicine as accessible and affordable as possible and I am hoping that
this website will help provide support for others trying to care for their loved ones with a neurological disorder. The
brain can change. I have seen it too many times not to shout it out loud.
I am also the co-founder and CEO of Radical Roots, (radicalrootherbs.com) which I created to make Remy (and
Chinese herbalists) the best CBD available.
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The 2019 Harbin China Trip by Alison Johnson, D.O.M. and Tour Leader
The Heilongjiang College of Traditional Chinese Medicine welcomed Southwest Acupuncture College to observe and learn
world-class Chinese Medicine treatments for neurological, gynecological, pediatric, and musculoskeletal complaints this past
August. We watched seasoned doctors, who study both Western and Chinese Medicine, apply classical needle techniques such as
the “fire needle”(used to to treat abscesses, skin diseases, and severe, chronic arthritis), the “long needle”(used to join several points
along a channel with a single needle), the “cutaneous needle” add a comma and also modern techniques such as acupuncture based
off of the brain regions, and specially prepared herbal IV treatments.

Fire needle
It was amazing to see the immediate efficacy of Chinese Medicine modalities applied to in-patients twice a day and to outpatients
on a regular schedule. We saw many very challenging cases such as post-stroke hemiplegia, aphasia, and coma patients. Many of
these patients had sought help at the Western Hospitals now only to seek out Chinese Medicine Hospitals. The doctors were
gracious as we asked many questions regarding their diagnostic reasoning and treatment styles. In the Chinese culture, it is an
honor and privilege to be able to ask questions of the doctors. In their academic system and culture, only the top students are
allowed to ask questions otherwise, they gain understanding by observing the doctor and listening to lectures. Our students were
excited that they could reap the benefits of our privilege to ask questions as foreigners. The patients were kind enough to allow us
to observe their treatment and excited to see foreigners coming to study Chinese Medicine. Harbin is used to Russian foreigners,
as the city is in Northern China near Russia. However, since it is a developing, albeit large (approximately 10 million people) city,
it does not see the tourist traffic that cities like the Chinese capital city Beijing (approximately 21 million people) experience.
Outside of the hospital experience, we had an amazing culinary adventure while in China. We ate at local
restaurants around the hotel, in posh seven-story malls, and in small, family-owned restaurants outside of
the hospital. We ate lotus root, various mushrooms, many kinds of tofu products, dumplings, soups, and
fresh, hand-cut noodles to name a few culinary delights. The delicious Sichuan peppercorn (Chuan Jiao /
Hua Jiao / prickly ash), which we use in Chinese Herbal Medicine to assist digestion,
flavored many dishes. It was amazing to experience the nuance of Chinese flavors at the
origin of Northern Chinese cuisine. The meals and drinks were very reasonably priced, so we
were able to enjoy many meals out during our stay in Harbin.
Taking into account that any experience outside of our comfort zones can present challenges, we
had a very rich experience while in Harbin this summer. Our time at the hospital was wonderful.
We had day trips over our weekend there to a local Buddhist temple, to the famous Harbin
Siberian Tiger park, and to local landmarks. These proved novel and exciting. The annual China
trip made possible by Southwest Acupuncture College is an experience that will enrich your
Chinese Medicine education and open up a new world of understanding about yourself and the
world around you!
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The World’s First Purple Heart Oriental Medicine College
On December 3, 2019 Southwest Acupuncture College will become not only New Mexico’s first
Purple Heart College, but also the World’s first Oriental Medicine college to be designated with the
Purple Heart. The College has been proud to have many Alumni who have served in the US Military
and a number of whom have participated in VA scholarship and vocational rehab programs. The
College has also sought to recognize and support US military service people by offering reduced rates
for treatment in our College clinic for that population. When the acupuncture school learned about the potential for
designation as a Purple Heart College through the Order of the Purple Heart, the College felt that such a proclamation was
directly in line with our mission and policy of outreach to military service people. Southwest Acupuncture College is
honored to be able to formally recognize the continuing commitment to military service people and veterans through
accepting the designation as a Purple Heart College.
The Purple Heart is Awarded to members of the armed forces of the United States who are wounded by an instrument of
war in the hands of the enemy and posthumously to the next of kin in the name of those who are killed in action or die of
wounds received in action. It is specifically a combat decoration.
The Purple Heart Medal directly descends from the Badge of Military Merit, created by General George Washington at
his Headquarters at Newburgh, New York on August 7, 1782. The Purple Heart Medal in its current form dates from 1932
when General Douglas MacArthur revived the Purple Heart out of respect to the memory and military achievements of
General George Washington on February 22, 1932, the 200th birthday of Washington.Today, it is estimated that over 1.9
million American Service Men and Women have been awarded the Purple Heart for wounds received in action against the
enemies of Liberty. In the last 20 years, during the Global War on Terror, there an estimated 59,407 have been wounded.
Since as early as 2007, during “The Surge” in Iraq, America’s Military and Veterans have been demanding acupuncture
treatments to return them to the battlefield and to care for them once they have returned home. The treatments are
effective, affordable, time tested method and finally the military have been heard. In March of 2018, the Veterans
Administration approved the employment of Doctors of Oriental Medicine and Southwest Acupuncture College was ready
to deliver not just by providing well trained and prepared physicians but by providing physicians who are also veterans.
Captain Rob Bibeau, who is graduating from SWAC in December of 2019 is a fourteen year veteran
Of the United States Marine Corps. He was wounded in action while fighting in the Al Anbar
Provence of Iraq in 2008. “I’ve been really grateful to Southwest Acupuncture College,” says Bibeau
“This is a tough program, just like in the military, high standards yield high results and I am eager to
be able to help my Brothers and Sisters in arms as they continue to battle the demons that followed
them home from the battlefield, whether those be physical, mental or emotional. I feel well equipped
to continue the fight with them!”
As the Veterans Administration is setting the trend to bring Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine into their hospitals,
Southwest Acupuncture College in Santa Fe, New Mexico stands ready to further support the mission of caring for
America’s Veterans by continuing to train and equip physicians to treat and train veterans and help them gain meaningful
employment. It is this commitment to the service of our Veterans that attracted the Military Order of the Purple Heart to
award to Southwest Acupuncture College the title of “Purple Heart College,” a distinction which is the first for a college
or university in the State of New Mexico and the first distinction for an Oriental Medicine School in the world.
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Southwest Acupuncture College Map of Influence
Within the duties of the Admissions/ Alumni Director, I see prospective students, new students and cohorts
coming in from all walks of life and from many locations throughout the United States and the world. And, as
Alumni, they move into different locations bringing the healing arts of acupuncture and Oriental medicine to
those communities.
Seeing these places on paper is one thing, but once expanded to a map it gives you a real sense of the scope of
Southwest Acupuncture College’s influence throughout the country and beyond. Here are a few pictures of
that ever-evolving map, and the legend to understand it. If you are part of the college and are not represented
on the map, let me know and I will add you!
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Interview with Michael Young L.Ac on the upcoming Introduction to Injection Therapy
Continuing Education Course.
Presented by Heather Lang, Boulder Campus Director
Tell me a little more about what this course will offer participants.
We cover the basics which includes what type of homeopathics should be used for what types of situations. This
will include trigger points, some cosmetic usages and some immune modulating approaches. There are 10 to 15
trigger points that we will focus on as well as address diagnostics, stretches and other key aspects to
differentiate if it is a trigger point.
How long have you been practicing injection therapy?
Michael has been teaching for 15 years but has been studying it for 17-18 years.
What is your favorite part of injection therapy?
Michael likes the results he sees with pain relief. In general, injection therapy is five to
seven times stronger than acupuncture. Some pain patterns that may take several
acupuncture treatments to see results can have results after just one injection treatment.
There are some issues that respond to injections that would not respond to acupuncture,
so it widens the ability to treat a wide variety of conditions. With trigger point therapies
there is a characteristic twitch response when the injection reaches the area to be treated.
Neck pain and headaches from both motor vehicle accidents as well as working at a computer 40+ hours per
week.
How many injection classes have you taught over the years?
In general, Michael teaches about four classes each year, so that would
amount to about 60 classes in the last 15 years. Michael has trained about
one third of Colorado acupuncturists that do injection therapy.
Each state has different limits and scopes of practice, how does that apply to injection therapy?
The State of Colorado requires all Licensed Acupuncturists who do injection therapy to be ready and able to
manage anaphylaxis. DORA’s belief is that for us to be able to manage this we need to have epinephrine and
Oxygen on hand. Michael discusses purchase options as well as gives contact information for all other
purchases; syringes, needles, homeopathics, etc.
Legally, to practice injection therapy as an acupuncturist in Colorado the state does not specify how many hours
the class needs to be, but they do specify the topics that need to be covered which include anatomy and
physiology, risk management, patient safety and sterilization of the points. Michael’s class meets these
requirements.
We look forward to having Michael teach the injection therapy workshop at the Boulder Campus of Southwest
Acupuncture College on June 29th and 30th. Please check the website acupuncturecollege.edu for further
details on this wonderful workshop.
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Southwest Acupuncture College Campus Clinical Statistics – May 3, 2018 –
June 1, 2019
Santa Fe Campus Clinical Statistics Narrative 2019 by Pamela Barrett, DOM, Clinic Director
Southwest Acupuncture College – Santa Fe Campus
Annual Clinic Statistics May 31, 2018 – June 1, 2019
Campus

Santa Fe

Total
Number
of
Patients

2,576

Total
Number
of New
Patients

196

Number
of New
Female
Patients

138

Number
of New
Male
Patients

58

Age
Group

Number
of
Patients

Top 10 Illnesses
Treated

1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100

4
2
19
22
23
25
55
36
8
2

Pain/Inflammation
Anxiety/Depression
Allergies/Sinus
Digestion
Menses
Respiratory
Balance
Tinnitus/Vertigo
Neuropathy
Other

Total Possible Patients/ Actual Patients

Number
of Top
10
Illnesses
116
15
7
6
5
5
4
4
3
31

% of
Top 10
Illnesses
59%
8%
4%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
16%

2,622/ 2,576

During the 2018-2019 academic year, the SWAC Santa Fe Clinic saw some very similar numbers and
one significant change compared to the previous year. For the onsite clinic, general patient demographics and
initial illnesses treated are all within a 2% difference when compared with the previous year’s data. The major
difference is the 42% fewer treatments slots available. This leads to fewer treatments, fewer new patients, and a
higher percentage of slots filled when compared to 2018. All the demographic information such as age group
distribution and initial complaint treated is very similar to the previous year.
98% of available slots were filled this year in comparison to 93% last year and 88% the previous year.
92% of our new patients are between the ages of 21 and 80. The highest percentage (28%) being in their 60s.
This is in keeping with previous years.70% of our new patients were female and 30% were male which is more
women and less men than in years previous. The lion’s share of initial complaints bringing patients into the
clinic is pain (59%) followed by anxiety/depression (8%). There were no externships at the Santa Fe campus
during this academic year and so there were no statistics to compare to last year’s externship statistics.
Increases are projected for next year. This clinic is well-established in Santa Fe and provides an
excellent low or no cost source of health care to the community, particularly older adults. The community in
turn, offers students a rich educational experience, thus meeting two core values of Southwest Acupuncture’s
mission.

Boulder Clinical Statistics Narrative 2019 by Joanne Neville, L.A.c., Boulder Clinic Director
Southwest Acupuncture College – Boulder Campus
Campus

Boulder

Total
Number
of
Patients

4,674

Total
Number
of New
Patients

255

Number
of New
Female
Patients

176
69%

Number
of New
Male
Patients

79
31%

Age
Group

Number
of
Patients

Top 10 Illnesses
Treated

<18
18-19
20-21
22-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-49
50-64
65+

29
2
3
5
19
19
20
28
65
65

Back Pain
Maintenance
Anxiety/Depression
Neck Pain
Shoulder Pain
Stress
Hormonal Issues
Knee/Leg Pain
Hip Pain
Insomnia

Total Possible Patients/ Actual Patients

Number
of Top
10
Illnesses
25
17
15
14
13
9
9
9
7
7

% of
Top 10
Illnesses
20%
13.6%
12%
11.2%
10.4%
7.2%
7.2%
7.2%
5.6%
5.6%

5,335/ 4,674

Clinic data from the past year at the Southwest Acupuncture College Clinic in Boulder shows some
significant changes. The most noteworthy being the number of patients seen. In the 2017-2018 clinic year, we
treated 6,143 patients, while in this past year we saw 4,674 patients, 1,469 or 24% fewer than the previous year.
We also had only 255 new patients in the past year compared to 350 the year before. This is due to the large
graduating class last August and also to lower enrollment numbers in the past several years, we don’t have as
many interns to treat our patients.
The ratio of new female to male patients remains similar to past years holding close to 2:1. We also had an
increased number of Pediatric clientele at 29 compared to last year’s 16 seeing a 45% increase, a sizeable
change. Of the 255 new patients seen in the past year, 125 or 49% fell into one of the top 10 categories on our
data collection chart. Pain is still the number one reason that new patients come to our clinic with 54% of the
patients on our top 10 illness list which is a 14% drop from last year. This is significant because it shows that
people are seeing the value of acupuncture for other ailments besides pain. While Back pain is still in 1st place
at 20%, this is down from last year’s 28%. Maintenance moved from 5th place to 2nd this year which is
heartening. People are clearly seeing the benefits of regular acupuncture to support their health.
Anxiety/Depression, while in 3rd position compared to 2nd last year is at a higher percentile than last year
at 12%, while last year just 10.9%. Neck and Shoulder pain are still in the top 5, while Stress, Hormonal issues
and Knee are tied for 6th place in our line-up at 7.2% each, although Stress may really fall into the
Anxiety/Depression category. At the University of Colorado our clinic focuses on sports injuries in the college’s
athletes, with Lumbar and Hip pain constituting the majority of the chief complaints. At Golden West
Independent Living we treat the amazing seniors in the community with pain is the number one concern at this
clinic and Digestive issues and Anxiety/Depression following distantly behind. Our Boulder County AIDs
Project clinic works with supporting people who are HIV positive. Again, pain is the biggest complaint, with
Anxiety/Depression and Exhaustion/Fatigue next.
Southwest Acupuncture College Boulder campus proudly serves our local community through offering
treatments free of charge in our three offsite externship clinics. Our interns delivered 779 treatments in these
clinics in the past year. In conclusion, we are doing great work in the community helping with all types of
healthcare issues in our low-cost clinic.
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Congratulations to Molly Holmbo!
Winner of the prestigious Trudy McAllister Foundation Scholarship
Molly is the lucky recipient of one of the foundation’s five annual scholarships awarded
exclusively to students of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine studying for their First
Professional Degree and for support of research and related activities that promote the
advancement of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
The experiences and influences that inspired Molly to embark on a career in Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine may have not been immediately evident to her, but her first exposure
to the idea came about while living in Taiwan, as a Rotary Club international student ambassador. Molly had the
opportunity to live with three different host families in Taiwan while attending high school and studying Mandarin
Chinese. While living there, Molly frequently saw old towns where vendors had baskets full of fragrant herbs and
remembers how her host mother treated her with shaved ice when she was sick. Taiwanese culture and habits of
wellness allowed her a new understanding of her own body and other ways of living a healthy lifestyle.
Upon her return she reflected on her experiences and while it was very rewarding, she was left with many profound
questions. Perhaps the questions that realigned the compass of her life’s direction was “What am I supposed to do with
this knowledge and experience?” Molly explains that she was seeking a profession that she could embody while also
offering a limitless bank of knowledge to explore while helping family and friends live healthier lives. Acupuncture
and Oriental Medicine seemed to fit all of her requirements.
As a student of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, Molly understands there are many health conditions that are
unexplainable and seen as untreatable through the gaze of western medicine. While Acupuncture and Oriental
Medicine is one of the oldest medical systems, it is often met with skepticism. Molly states that “Oriental Medicine has
boundless knowledge that can shine a light on the dark areas in western medicine.” Molly hopes to use Oriental
Medicine to treat some of the difficult conditions that patients face today.
Molly, who suffers from ccasional migraine attacks, views western medicine’s inability to prevent migraines as one
area of opportunity where awareness can change public perception favorably towards Acupuncture and Oriental
Medicine. Molly explains, “A good practitioner understands the patient’s constitution, lifestyle choices, and areas of
personal struggle, all of which are vital in treating and averting migraine attacks.” Through success in treatment of
migraines, Oriental Medicine’s whole systems approach will help validate its importance and rightful place in
mainstream healthcare.
Reflecting on her own personal journey, Molly remarks that, “I now understand the unique personality I am capable of
offering to Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine, and I feel very proud of that. As I continue my studies and grow as a
practitioner, I feel closer to a culture that comforted and supported me as I transformed into the industrious student I am
today and the professional I will become.” We at Southwest Acupuncture College, are very proud of Molly and her
achievements and wish her continued success in all that she pursues.
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Catching up with Boulder Alumni Chloe Webber
Since graduating from Southwest Acupuncture College life has been quite a
wild ride. My son Remy was diagnosed with an impressively rare genetic
disorder called STXBP1. This disorder comes with seizures and multiple
disabilities, affecting every single aspect of development. As an acupuncturist,
herbalist and student of functional medicine - I have dedicated every “spare”
moment to learning all that I can about the brain and neuroplasticity. What I
have learned and what I have seen and experienced has changed me forever.
Remy and I have been on some pretty epic adventures over the past 3 years. From Ecuador to Philly to LA, we have
been fortunate enough to meet with the leading minds in integrative neurology.
In gratitude for all the support we have received, I have spent the past few months creating a website devoted to all I
have learned, to help other families struggling with physical or neurological disabilities have a place to turn to
when things get grim. In short, the key to any comprehensive neurological program is a multifaceted approach using
nutrition, detoxification, oxygen, functional movement and supplements. This website, Remys Revenge,
(remysrevenge.com) goes into each of these five areas and provides research and book recommendations as well as
biohacking tools and support. I will be launching a podcast soon where I will get the honor of speaking with some of
my colleagues and to other parents in the trenches.
While nothing can prepare you for having a child with significant special needs, the education I received at Southwest
Acupuncture College prepared me to question what’s possible, to look outside of the box and to fight, not only for
Remy, but for other families. I am so grateful for my teachers and my clinic experience which empowered me to see
beyond my child’s diagnosis and work hard for a better prognosis.
Remysrevenge.com is a compilation of the wisdom that I have collected over the past 4 years. There is so much more
I want to explore and so many things to study, but I wanted to get what I could out there as soon as possible so that
people could have a starting place. As Chinese Medical practitioners, we have an incredible ability to help those with
neurological disharmonies and I beg you to consider it as a specialty. Unfortunately, neurological health an area that
our society is increasingly in need of help.
My goal has always been to make alternative medicine as accessible and affordable as possible and I am hoping that
this website will help provide support for others trying to care for their loved ones with a neurological disorder. The
brain can change. I have seen it too many times not to shout it out loud.
I am also the co-founder and CEO of Radical Roots, (radicalrootherbs.com) which I created to make Remy (and
Chinese herbalists) the best CBD available.
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The 2019 Harbin China Trip by Alison Johnson, D.O.M. and Tour Leader
The Heilongjiang College of Traditional Chinese Medicine welcomed Southwest Acupuncture College to observe and learn
world-class Chinese Medicine treatments for neurological, gynecological, pediatric, and musculoskeletal complaints this past
August. We watched seasoned doctors, who study both Western and Chinese Medicine, apply classical needle techniques such as
the “fire needle”(used to to treat abscesses, skin diseases, and severe, chronic arthritis), the “long needle”(used to join several points
along a channel with a single needle), the “cutaneous needle” add a comma and also modern techniques such as acupuncture based
off of the brain regions, and specially prepared herbal IV treatments.

Fire needle
It was amazing to see the immediate efficacy of Chinese Medicine modalities applied to in-patients twice a day and to outpatients
on a regular schedule. We saw many very challenging cases such as post-stroke hemiplegia, aphasia, and coma patients. Many of
these patients had sought help at the Western Hospitals now only to seek out Chinese Medicine Hospitals. The doctors were
gracious as we asked many questions regarding their diagnostic reasoning and treatment styles. In the Chinese culture, it is an
honor and privilege to be able to ask questions of the doctors. In their academic system and culture, only the top students are
allowed to ask questions otherwise, they gain understanding by observing the doctor and listening to lectures. Our students were
excited that they could reap the benefits of our privilege to ask questions as foreigners. The patients were kind enough to allow us
to observe their treatment and excited to see foreigners coming to study Chinese Medicine. Harbin is used to Russian foreigners,
as the city is in Northern China near Russia. However, since it is a developing, albeit large (approximately 10 million people) city,
it does not see the tourist traffic that cities like the Chinese capital city Beijing (approximately 21 million people) experience.
Outside of the hospital experience, we had an amazing culinary adventure while in China. We ate at local
restaurants around the hotel, in posh seven-story malls, and in small, family-owned restaurants outside of
the hospital. We ate lotus root, various mushrooms, many kinds of tofu products, dumplings, soups, and
fresh, hand-cut noodles to name a few culinary delights. The delicious Sichuan peppercorn (Chuan Jiao /
Hua Jiao / prickly ash), which we use in Chinese Herbal Medicine to assist digestion,
flavored many dishes. It was amazing to experience the nuance of Chinese flavors at the
origin of Northern Chinese cuisine. The meals and drinks were very reasonably priced, so we
were able to enjoy many meals out during our stay in Harbin.
Taking into account that any experience outside of our comfort zones can present challenges, we
had a very rich experience while in Harbin this summer. Our time at the hospital was wonderful.
We had day trips over our weekend there to a local Buddhist temple, to the famous Harbin
Siberian Tiger park, and to local landmarks. These proved novel and exciting. The annual China
trip made possible by Southwest Acupuncture College is an experience that will enrich your
Chinese Medicine education and open up a new world of understanding about yourself and the
world around you!
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The World’s First Purple Heart Oriental Medicine College
On December 3, 2019 Southwest Acupuncture College will become not only New Mexico’s first
Purple Heart College, but also the World’s first Oriental Medicine college to be designated with the
Purple Heart. The College has been proud to have many Alumni who have served in the US Military
and a number of whom have participated in VA scholarship and vocational rehab programs. The
College has also sought to recognize and support US military service people by offering reduced rates
for treatment in our College clinic for that population. When the acupuncture school learned about the potential for
designation as a Purple Heart College through the Order of the Purple Heart, the College felt that such a proclamation was
directly in line with our mission and policy of outreach to military service people. Southwest Acupuncture College is
honored to be able to formally recognize the continuing commitment to military service people and veterans through
accepting the designation as a Purple Heart College.
The Purple Heart is Awarded to members of the armed forces of the United States who are wounded by an instrument of
war in the hands of the enemy and posthumously to the next of kin in the name of those who are killed in action or die of
wounds received in action. It is specifically a combat decoration.
The Purple Heart Medal directly descends from the Badge of Military Merit, created by General George Washington at
his Headquarters at Newburgh, New York on August 7, 1782. The Purple Heart Medal in its current form dates from 1932
when General Douglas MacArthur revived the Purple Heart out of respect to the memory and military achievements of
General George Washington on February 22, 1932, the 200th birthday of Washington.Today, it is estimated that over 1.9
million American Service Men and Women have been awarded the Purple Heart for wounds received in action against the
enemies of Liberty. In the last 20 years, during the Global War on Terror, there an estimated 59,407 have been wounded.
Since as early as 2007, during “The Surge” in Iraq, America’s Military and Veterans have been demanding acupuncture
treatments to return them to the battlefield and to care for them once they have returned home. The treatments are
effective, affordable, time tested method and finally the military have been heard. In March of 2018, the Veterans
Administration approved the employment of Doctors of Oriental Medicine and Southwest Acupuncture College was ready
to deliver not just by providing well trained and prepared physicians but by providing physicians who are also veterans.
Captain Rob Bibeau, who is graduating from SWAC in December of 2019 is a fourteen year veteran
Of the United States Marine Corps. He was wounded in action while fighting in the Al Anbar
Provence of Iraq in 2008. “I’ve been really grateful to Southwest Acupuncture College,” says Bibeau
“This is a tough program, just like in the military, high standards yield high results and I am eager to
be able to help my Brothers and Sisters in arms as they continue to battle the demons that followed
them home from the battlefield, whether those be physical, mental or emotional. I feel well equipped
to continue the fight with them!”
As the Veterans Administration is setting the trend to bring Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine into their hospitals,
Southwest Acupuncture College in Santa Fe, New Mexico stands ready to further support the mission of caring for
America’s Veterans by continuing to train and equip physicians to treat and train veterans and help them gain meaningful
employment. It is this commitment to the service of our Veterans that attracted the Military Order of the Purple Heart to
award to Southwest Acupuncture College the title of “Purple Heart College,” a distinction which is the first for a college
or university in the State of New Mexico and the first distinction for an Oriental Medicine School in the world.
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The World’s First Purple Heart Oriental Medicine College
On November 12th, 2019 Southwest Acupuncture College will become not only New Mexico’s first
Purple Heart College, but also the World’s first Oriental Medicine college to be designated with the
Purple Heart. The College has been proud to have many Alumni who have served in the US Military
and a number of whom have participated in VA scholarship and vocational rehab programs. The
College has also sought to recognize and support US military service people by offering reduced rates
for treatment in our College clinic for that population. When the acupuncture school learned about the potential for
designation as a Purple Heart College through the Order of the Purple Heart, the College felt that such a proclamation was
directly in line with our mission and policy of outreach to military service people. Southwest Acupuncture College is
honored to be able to formally recognize the continuing commitment to military service people and veterans through
accepting the designation as a Purple Heart College.
The Purple Heart is Awarded to members of the armed forces of the United States who are wounded by an instrument of
war in the hands of the enemy and posthumously to the next of kin in the name of those who are killed in action or die of
wounds received in action. It is specifically a combat decoration.
The Purple Heart Medal directly descends from the Badge of Military Merit, created by General George Washington at
his Headquarters at Newburgh, New York on August 7, 1782. The Purple Heart Medal in its current form dates from 1932
when General Douglas MacArthur revived the Purple Heart out of respect to the memory and military achievements of
General George Washington on February 22, 1932, the 200th birthday of Washington.Today, it is estimated that over 1.9
million American Service Men and Women have been awarded the Purple Heart for wounds received in action against the
enemies of Liberty. In the last 20 years, during the Global War on Terror, there an estimated 59,407 have been wounded.
Since as early as 2007, during “The Surge” in Iraq, America’s Military and Veterans have been demanding acupuncture
treatments to return them to the battlefield and to care for them once they have returned home. The treatments are
effective, affordable, time tested method and finally the military have been heard. In March of 2018, the Veterans
Administration approved the employment of Doctors of Oriental Medicine and Southwest Acupuncture College was ready
to deliver not just by providing well trained and prepared physicians but by providing physicians who are also veterans.
Captain Rob Bibeau, who is graduating from SWAC in December of 2019 is a fourteen year veteran
Of the United States Marine Corps. He was wounded in action while fighting in the Al Anbar
Provence of Iraq in 2008. “I’ve been really grateful to Southwest Acupuncture College,” says Bibeau
“This is a tough program, just like in the military, high standards yield high results and I am eager to
be able to help my Brothers and Sisters in arms as they continue to battle the demons that followed
them home from the battlefield, whether those be physical, mental or emotional. I feel well equipped
to continue the fight with them!”
As the Veterans Administration is setting the trend to bring Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine into their hospitals,
Southwest Acupuncture College in Santa Fe, New Mexico stands ready to further support the mission of caring for
America’s Veterans by continuing to train and equip physicians to treat and train veterans and help them gain meaningful
employment. It is this commitment to the service of our Veterans that attracted the Military Order of the Purple Heart to
award to Southwest Acupuncture College the title of “Purple Heart College,” a distinction which is the first for a college
or university in the State of New Mexico and the first distinction for an Oriental Medicine School in the world.
Your invitations to the Purple Heart event November 12th will be coming soon!
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Southwest Acupuncture College Map of Influence
Within the duties of the Admissions/ Alumni Director, I see prospective students, new students and cohorts
coming in from all walks of life and from many locations throughout the United States and the world. And, as
Alumni, they move into different locations bringing the healing arts of acupuncture and Oriental medicine to
those communities.
Seeing these places on paper is one thing, but once expanded to a map it gives you a real sense of the scope of
Southwest Acupuncture College’s influence throughout the country and beyond. Here are a few pictures of
that ever-evolving map, and the legend to understand it. If you are part of the college and are not represented
on the map, let me know and I will add you!
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The World’s First Purple Heart Oriental Medicine College
On November 12th, 2019 Southwest Acupuncture College will become not only New Mexico’s first
Purple Heart College, but also the World’s first Oriental Medicine college to be designated with the
Purple Heart. The College has been proud to have many Alumni who have served in the US Military
and a number of whom have participated in VA scholarship and vocational rehab programs. The
College has also sought to recognize and support US military service people by offering reduced rates
for treatment in our College clinic for that population. When the acupuncture school learned about the potential for
designation as a Purple Heart College through the Order of the Purple Heart, the College felt that such a proclamation was
directly in line with our mission and policy of outreach to military service people. Southwest Acupuncture College is
honored to be able to formally recognize the continuing commitment to military service people and veterans through
accepting the designation as a Purple Heart College.
The Purple Heart is Awarded to members of the armed forces of the United States who are wounded by an instrument of
war in the hands of the enemy and posthumously to the next of kin in the name of those who are killed in action or die of
wounds received in action. It is specifically a combat decoration.
The Purple Heart Medal directly descends from the Badge of Military Merit, created by General George Washington at
his Headquarters at Newburgh, New York on August 7, 1782. The Purple Heart Medal in its current form dates from 1932
when General Douglas MacArthur revived the Purple Heart out of respect to the memory and military achievements of
General George Washington on February 22, 1932, the 200th birthday of Washington.Today, it is estimated that over 1.9
million American Service Men and Women have been awarded the Purple Heart for wounds received in action against the
enemies of Liberty. In the last 20 years, during the Global War on Terror, there an estimated 59,407 have been wounded.
Since as early as 2007, during “The Surge” in Iraq, America’s Military and Veterans have been demanding acupuncture
treatments to return them to the battlefield and to care for them once they have returned home. The treatments are
effective, affordable, time tested method and finally the military have been heard. In March of 2018, the Veterans
Administration approved the employment of Doctors of Oriental Medicine and Southwest Acupuncture College was ready
to deliver not just by providing well trained and prepared physicians but by providing physicians who are also veterans.
Captain Rob Bibeau, who is graduating from SWAC in December of 2019 is a fourteen year veteran
Of the United States Marine Corps. He was wounded in action while fighting in the Al Anbar
Provence of Iraq in 2008. “I’ve been really grateful to Southwest Acupuncture College,” says Bibeau
“This is a tough program, just like in the military, high standards yield high results and I am eager to
be able to help my Brothers and Sisters in arms as they continue to battle the demons that followed
them home from the battlefield, whether those be physical, mental or emotional. I feel well equipped
to continue the fight with them!”
As the Veterans Administration is setting the trend to bring Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine into their hospitals,
Southwest Acupuncture College in Santa Fe, New Mexico stands ready to further support the mission of caring for
America’s Veterans by continuing to train and equip physicians to treat and train veterans and help them gain meaningful
employment. It is this commitment to the service of our Veterans that attracted the Military Order of the Purple Heart to
award to Southwest Acupuncture College the title of “Purple Heart College,” a distinction which is the first for a college
or university in the State of New Mexico and the first distinction for an Oriental Medicine School in the world.
Your invitations to the Purple Heart event November 12th will be coming soon!

